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1. Gravely  

Meaning: significantly serious OR to a degree that gives cause for alarm OR in a serious or 

solemn manner OR likely to produce great harm or danger  

Synonym: seriously, burial, intensely, sepulcher, severely 

Antonym: frivolously, cheerfully, unserious 

Sentence: The commander informed the subordinates ‘We should gravely concerned about 

our nation security’ 

2. Arcane 

Meaning: known or knowable only to a few people 

Synonym: abstruse, hermetic, deep, profound, esoteric, recondite 

Antonym: superficial, shallow 

Sentence: Marshmallow, the famous DJ whose face still remain an arcane as he covers 

himself a big mask.   

Learning Trick: Kane was WWF fighter whose face always covered with a mask. Therefore, 

Ar + Kane (Kane actual face was known to a very few people) 

 3. Capitulate 

Meaning: to surrender often after negotiation of terms OR to cease resisting OR acquiesce 

Synonym: concede, bow, blink, budge, give, knuckle under, submit, relent, succumb, yield, 

surrender 

Antonym: resist 

Sentence: China still refuses to capitulate despite its loosing its position in the International 

front 

Learning Trick: Capitulate - Captain it’s too late, we should now surrender 

4. Camaraderie 

Meaning: mutual trust and friendship among people who spend a lot of time together OR a 

spirit of friendly  

Synonym: companionship, community, brotherhood, company, comradery, fellowship, 

comradeship, society 

Antonym: bad blood, gloom, dislike, hate 

Sentence: There is camaraderie within the Gradeup team 
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Learning Trick: Camara + de + rie - ‘Kamra de re’ you give or share your room with 

friends with whom you have mutual trust and good fellowship.  

5. Enervate 

Meaning: weaken physically, morally, mentally OR to lessen the vitality or strength of  

Synonym: petrify, damp, deaden, desiccate, castrate, dampen, devitalize, lobotomize, geld 

Antonym: energize, brace, invigorate, enliven, invigorate, stimulate, quicken, vivify, 

vitalize  

Sentence: the patient was enervated from COVID 19 

Learning Trick: Enervated – Energy gets wasted, when your energy gets wasted you 

become physically and mentally weak 
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